Se urity of Biased Sour es for Cryptographi
Keys
Preda Mih
ailes u
Abstra t. Cryptographi s hemes are based on keys whi h are highly involved
in granting their se urity. It is in general assumed that the sour e produ ing
these keys has uniformly distribution, that is, it produ es keys from a given
key spa e with equal probability. Consequently, deviations from uniform distribution of the key sour e may be regarded a priori as a potential se urity
brea h, even if no dedi ated atta k is known, whi h might take advantage of
these deviations.
We propose in this paper a model for biased key sour es and show that
it is possible to prove some results about toleran e of biases, whi h have the
property of being inherent to the bias itself and not requiring assumptions
about unknown atta ks, using these biases. The model is based on omparing
the average ase omplexities of generi atta ks to some number theoreti al
problems, with respe t to uniform and to biased distributions.
We also show the onne tion to information entropy based analysis of
biased sour es, whi h was used in earlier works, for suggesting the toleran e
of biased sour es.

1. Introdu tion

Cryptographi s hemes, both se ret and publi key ones, use keys or sets of keys
upon whi h their se urity is based. It is assumed in general that the keys are
produ ed by a random uniform distributed sour e, so that the probability for
every key from a given key spa e is onstant. The per eption, that a random
uniform distribution of the ryptographi keys is a minimal se urity onstraint
to be respe ted by a safe implementation, is therefore quite widespread. This
per eption is based on the following reasoning: breaking a s heme based on uniform
random distributed keys requires not less than the general state of the art atta k
against the given s heme. If the key generation has some bias, on the other hand,
the bias ould make it vulnerable. One may suppose that some { still unknown {
algorithm an exist, whi h takes advantage of the given bias in order to break the
s heme onsiderably faster than the state of the art general solution would.
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Purely uniformly distributed random sour es are not easy to provide in pra ti e and are also hard to prove. This may be due to the pra ti al diÆ ulty for
reating random bits { as the Nets ape aw proved, several years ago { or to the
fa t that provably se ure random sour es may involve a onsiderable omputational overhead. Several authors { Ba h [1℄, [2℄, Peralta, Shoup [12℄, [14℄, et . {
therefore expli itly introdu ed the notion that random bits are not for free into
the analysis of algorithms . It may also be that some key generation algorithm,
whi h has slight distributional biases, enjoys further advantages whi h one would
prefer to onserve, provided the se urity of the bias may be as ertained.
The primary on eption that bias equals inse urity may therefore be too
strong. One would like to have some simple measures allowing one to distinguish
between harmless biases and possibly dangerous ones. It is the purpose of this
paper to provide a simple model for biases, based on omplexity and measure
theories, whi h allows de ning the tolerability of a bias by an intrinsi measure of
the bias distribution. It is then shown that atta ks, whi h would su essfully take
advantage of tolerable biases, impli itly improve upon the state of the art atta k
against the same s heme using uniformly distributed key sour es. Of ourse, there
is no general prote tion against su h improvements, and avoiding small biases is
therefore not the pla e in whi h to invest for obtaining better se urity.
Our on epts are naturally related to the powerful theory of average ase
omplexity, initiated by Levin [8℄ and extended by Gurevit h [5℄, [6℄ Ben-David,
Chor, Goldrei h and Luby [3℄, et . In terms of this theory, we ompare the average ase omplexity of some unknown algorithm { whi h is optimally adapted to
take advantage of a given biased distribution { with respe t to two di erent distributions: the uniform and a given biased one. We thus derive bounds whi h are
intrinsi to the biased distribution, either in terms of measure or of entropy. The
lass of polynomially bounded biases itself will be de ned in the spirit of related
average ase omplexity de nitions.
By working with the model, it be omes lear that it is rather powerful in dealing with very general key sour es. We fo us our attention, however, primarily upon
publi key ryptographi s hemes whi h base their se urity upon the assumption
that one of the following number theoreti problems is hard:
IF The problem of fa toring rational integers.
DL The dis rete logarithm in the multipli ative group of a nite eld.
EDL The dis rete logarithm in the group stru ture of an ellipti urve over a
nite eld.
We shall thus not load the model with more generality than ne essary for
treating these ases in an uni ed way. Possible further generalizations are obvious
and may be made by ryptographers when on rete problems whi h do not t in
our restri ted presentation, raise similar distribution questions. We give examples
for the problems whi h we take into onsideration. These will show both useful
biases, whi h are tolerable and su h ones whi h are de nitely not, with respe t to
this model and from the point of view of ommon sense.
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2. Key and Token Spa es

We start with some examples whi h will illustrate several issues to be taken into
a ount when formalizing notions like key, key spa e, key token, et . We want
to de ne these notions in the following sense: Let S denote some sour e whi h
generates key tokens i ; i = 1; 2; : : : k from given token spa es Ii . These tokens are
ombined by a key generation fun tion
 : K = I  I  : : :  Ik ! K ;
where K is a key spa e of some ryptographi s heme.
For the se ret key, the ombination an be the identity, sin e the key holder
is allowed to know the single tokens out of whi h his key is built. The key generation fun tion typi ally hides information when building publi keys out of their
tokens. We will not be on erned with se ret keys, sin e atta ks against these keys
are physi al or organizational and annot be prote ted against ryptographi ally.
Domain parameters are the ommon data to whi h individuals add se ret tokens
in order to produ e key pairs. As su h, they an display weaknesses whi h on ern
the whole domain. For instan e if an ellipti urve with Frobenius tra e 1 is hosen as a domain parameter for a s heme based on EDL, the urve is prone to the
Smart atta k [15℄. Domain keys are therefore also part of the topi .
Example 2.1. For the DL problem, the usual tokens are  = p, a large prime, and
 = 2 Fp , an element generating a subgroup of large size in the multipli ative
group Fp . In the RSA s heme,  = p;  = q are two primes so that (p; q) =
p  q = n is one part of the publi key. The other part, the publi exponent is
0

1

2

1

2

1

2

sometimes xed, but may in general be regarded as a key token. For a xed publi
modulus size of 2m bits, the key spa e may be de ned in di erent ways. It is in
most ases ontained in the set: S = fp; q : 22m 1 < N := p  q < 22m g, with p
and q primes, although the ondition N < 22m an be found sometimes relaxed
to, N < 22m+l , with, e.g. l = 7. Even for l = 0, the primes p and q are subje t
to additional onditions whi h an be more or less severe. One set of onditions
on erns the sizes of p and
p q mand1 it ranges from p; q > 2(1 ")m for some xed
m
fra tion " to 2 > p; q > 2 2 . Other onditions restri t the g d(p 1; q 1).
The resulting key spa es therefore have slight di eren es.
Finally, for the EL problem, the tokens 1 = p, with p prime some integer,
2;3 = A; B are the parameters of an ellipti urve whi h is a domain key:

(p; A; B ) = Eph : Y 2 = X 3 + A  X + B:

An important impli it token is N (p; A; B ) = ℄Ep , the number of points of the ellipti urve Ep whi h an be evaluated faster by spe ifying an order  = [1; f!℄ 
O(K ) in the integers of an imaginary quadrati extension K , in whi h Ep will have
omplex multipli ation. This spe i ation xes A and B and herewith a possible
way to determine a urve onsists of spe ifying K and f . For omputational reasons, the dis riminant of K must be polynomial in log p, and therefore the methods
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relying on xing the omplex multipli ation produ e an exponentially thin key subspa e of all the smooth ellipti urves modulo p. This an be produ ed by hoosing
A and B randomly. After that, one ounts the number of points on the resulting
urve E , subje t to some restri tions whi h do not a e t the size of the key spa e.

Primarily, both keys and tokens are sets of parameters. We shall restri t the
notion of key only by one ondition. A key is an organization level of parameters at
whi h an atta k against a publi key s heme an be ondu ted. In this sense, both
publi and domain parameters are onsidered to be keys. Also, a key need not be
the omplete publi key of a given algorithm. For instan e for the RSA algorithm,
the publi modulus is a key against whi h an individual fa toring atta k an be
arried out, although it requires one additional token, the publi exponent, in order
to omplete the publi key. The range of possible atta ks may in rease by using
this token too, but the modulus in itself is de nitely a meaningful key, while the
publi exponent is not. A se ret key is equal to a publi key plus information
about the building tokens. A domain key is not a key in the restri ted sense, sin e
it has insuÆ ient information in order to be the obje t of an atta k. Its hoi e may
however in uen e the possibility of atta king publi keys whi h are built using the
domain key. This is the ase, for instan e, for most supersingular ellipti urves.
We de ne our notions a ordingly:
De nition 2.2. A token is a parameter or a parameter-tuple  2 Zk, for k  1. A
key is a set of parameters K 2 ZN, built by a key generation fun tion a ting on a

produ t of token spa es. A key is subje t to atta ks that aim to reveal the tokens it
is built from. Keys are de ned by:
1. Algorithm and fun tional type. The algorithm des ribes a publi key s heme
for whi h the key is used. The type de nes the keys' fun tionality { e.g.
RSA publi modulus.
2. Size parameters.
3. Token dependen ies.
A key spa e K is the set of all keys sharing the same de nitions 1.-3. together with
a set of onditional token distributions re e ting the token dependen ies.

While the rst two items ompletely de ne the fun tionality of a key, the
token dependen ies may, as shown in the example, indu e variations of the key
spa es for the same fun tional keys. In parti ular, token dependen ies may be
empty, meaning that all tokens are statisti ally independent, or they may be given
by a set of onditional probabilities. It happens that more tokens are bound by a
re ipro al ondition. For instan e, the primes of whi h an RSA publi modulus is
built annot be too lose to ea h other, et . In su h ases, the last generated token
an depend upon the hoi e of the previous ones.
We onsider generi atta ks against the underlying hard problem and their
average ase omplexity. It is our purpose to ompare the average ase omplexities
in dependen y of di erent distributions of the keys. Firstly, this means that keys
shall be de ned so that they are in one to one orresponden e with instan es of the
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problem. Se ondly the key spa es must be invariant under di erent key generation
strategies. Finally, onditional distributions need to be de ned in every ase. With
these, a distribution of the keys an be derived from the distributions of single.
Note that our de nitions meet these onditions; however, we an only ompare
sour es at the level of identi al key spa es. In parti ular, variations indu ed by
token restri tions on key spa es for the same fun tional keys, are not obje t of our
approa h. They an be addressed by related methods, but we shall not onsider
this problem here.
3. Distributions

We shall give some de nitions of distributions and atta k strategies whi h are
based on average ase omplexity using [3℄, [5℄.
If K is a key spa e, let s : K ! N be the size parameter and L = s(K)  N .
For n 2 L, let Kn be the key set of size n. The fun tion s needs not be surje tive,
but for n; m 2 L, n 6= m ) Km 6= Kn . We assume additionally that K is endowed
with an enumeration fun tion  : K ! N with
x 2 Kn ; y 2 Km ; n < m ) (x) < (y):
We wish next to de ne size independent distributions on the key spa e, in
a ordan e with average ase omplexity. If  : K ! [0; 1℄ is a probability density
fun tion, then n := (kjs(k) = n) is a onditional density de ned on the spa e of
size n keys. Sin e the key spa e of di erent sizes are disjoint, the event s(K ) = n
has a probability fun tion  : N ! [0; 1℄ with
(n) = 0; for n 62 L
(k) = (s(k))  s k (k); for k 2 K and
(1)
X
(n) = 1:
( )

n>1

It is also reasonable to assume that there is a polynomial b 2 Z[x℄ su h that
(n)  d(1n) ; 8n 2 L (see [5℄, Proposition 1.1): In most pra ti al ases, the set
L may even be onsidered to be nite. Note that the fun tion  allows building
averages over nite and ountably in nite sets L. It has no spe i empiri al
orresponden e. We may therefore assume that it is shared by all probability

fun tions des ribing key generation sour es for K.
For a xed key size s(k) = n, a uniform sour e Su will draw uniform random
distributed instan es from ea h token spa e Ii , so that the probability of drawing
any token i 2 Ii will be the same: `n;i = jIi j , where jIi j is the number
of
elements in Ii . If the token spa es are independent, the probability `n = Qi `n;i .
Otherwise, `n is still onstant, but depends on the set of onditional probabilities
3 in de nition 1. Note that the onstant `n is the probability of the uniform
distribution at ea h key k 2 Kn . We may thus write `n(k) when the a ent is on
1
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the uniform distribution and `n when we are performing omputations with the
( onstant) value of its probability fun tion.
We shall assume that the token spa es are independent and let thus n;i be
the probability fun tion on token spa e Ii for key size n. We write for the number of
elements m(n) := jKn j and mi (n) := jIi j. Thus
) = 1 and `n;i  mi (n) = 1. If
P `n  m(nP
X  Kn , and g : Kn ! R, we shall write X g(k) := k2X g(k). The probability
of the event that a key k 2 X will be denoted by
X
P(X ) := (k) = P (kjk 2 X ):
X

Let (S; `) be a randomized unique solution sear h problem [3℄ { su h as all
number theoreti al problems relevant for ryptography may be onsidered { and
S its standard (or state of the art) solution for the uniform distribution `. Let
fS (k) be the operation ount of S when applied to the key k 2 K and
X

n =

k

2Kn

fS (k)`n (k)

(2)

the expe ted operation ount of S for size n keys and  = Pn2S (n)n .
Let n be the probability fun tions orresponding to some biased key generation sour e S on Kn ; n 2 L. ThePlo al bias of S at kP2 Kn is given by
n (k) := n (k)=`n and is normed by k2Kn n (k) = 1=`n Kn n (k) = m(n).
This is an obvious measure of the deviation from uniform distribution. The most
likely way to take advantage of biases onsists of nding eÆ ient atta ks for the
region of the token/key spa e where a given sour e has extreme bias. We onsider
brie y the lo al bias on token spa e Ii with size mn;i = 1=`n;i = jIi j. First note
that an important onsequen e of bias is the existen e of keys whi h may never
be produ ed by a given sour e. Let
(3)
EIi := fki 2 I : n;i (ki ) > 0g
be the e e tive subspa e of I for the sour e S. If En is de ned onsequently for
the spa e Kn , we let e(n) = mjEnnj , the fun tion measuring the relative weight of
the e e tive subspa e for di erent key sizes and
0n;i (k) = n;i (kjk 2 EIi ) = e(n)  n;i (k)
be the onditional probability that a given key, whi h has a positive han e to be
produ ed, is generated by sour e S. We de ne the omplement ZIi = Ii n EIi of
the e e tive set to be the hidden subspa e of Ii , and similarly for Kn and for K.
The following de nition splits a token set in three subsets, two of whi h have
extremely large and small biases, respe tively, while the third one ontains the
tokens with bias lose to 1:
( )

1
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De nition 3.1. For > 1, let

AI (b) := fki 2 I : n;i (ki )  mi (n)b g;
BI (b) := fki 2 I : n;i (ki )  mi (n) b g;
(4)
CI (b) := I n (AI (b) [ BI (b) [ ZI ) :
When the token spa e I = Ii is indexed, we shall write for simpli ity: Xi (b) :=
XIi (b), for any of X = A; B; C; E; Z . Also, when I = Kn , there will be no subs ript, thus X (") = XK (").
The sour e S has polynomially bounded bias on the token spa e Ii if there
is a Æ 2 (0; 1) su h that:
8" > 0 9 n0 2 N : P (Ai ("))  Æ=2; 8n > n0 ;
(5)
mi (n)1+
jBi (")j  Æ=2 
:

n

The bias of S is polynomially bounded on the key spa e, i (5) holds for ea h token
spa e uniformly.
Note that our de nition is more restri tive then requiring that the ` { aver-

age of the bias is polynomial. This ondition would in fa t allow the probability
fun tion to be entered on a small subset of I with very high lo al biases, whi h
we do not want to happen. It follows from (5), that
jCi (")j > mi (n)(1 Æmi (n)  ) and
(6)
P(Ci (")) > 1 Æ;
for n > n ("). Evidently the bound on the sum of probabilities of events with large
and small biases also limits the size of the set of these events.
De nition 3.2. We say that the bias is onditionally polynomially bounded, if it is
0

polynomially biased for the onditional probability 0n;i . Equivalently, the restri tion
of the sour e to the e e tive set: S =E is polynomially biased. The fun tion e(n)
is in this ase the onditional distribution. We say the sour e S is polynomially
dense, if
8" > 0; 9n0 : e(n) > m(n) " ; 8n > n0 :
4. Strategies

If f : K ! R is a positive valued fun tion, we de ne the expe tations
X
f (k)n (k):
E (f; n ) :=
k

2Kn

(7)

An atta ker who tries to break the s heme for whi h keys were generated
using the sour e S, will use some strategy  based on one or a ombination of
algorithms. Let  be given by an ora le whi h a ts optimally in a ordan e to the
bias of  and let f = f : K ! R be a fun tion giving the expe ted number of
operations required by  for solving (S; ) for a given key k 2 K.
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For xed n, the average running time of the atta ker's strategy, when the
keys are generated by S will thus be
n (S) = E (f; n ):
By (2), the state of the art strategy has running time n = E (fS ; `n ). It is natural to assume that n is superpolynomial in log m(n), whi h is a measure of the
un ertainty about the uniform distributed input key. We an also assume for any
strategy , without restri tion of generality, that
f (k)  n ; 8 k 2 Kn :
(8)
Sin e the average ase run time of the state of the art algorithm S is superpolynomial with respe t to the uniform distribution, it is natural to de ne a biased
distribution as tolerable, to be one with respe t to whi h the average ase run time
does not di er from n by more then a polynomial amount.
De nition 4.1. Let S ; S 0 be two sour es for the key spa e K with m(n) = jKn j, ; 0
their probability fun tions and f; f 0 be the run time fun tions for some optimal
strategy ora les for S with respe t to the probability fun tions. We say S  S 0 are
polynomially equivalent if
8" > 0; 9n0 : n > n0 ) m(n) " E (f; n ) < E (f 0 ; 0 ) < m(n)" E (f; n );
n

for all f; f 0 . The sour e S is said to have tolerable bias, i S  Su . The bias is
onditionally tolerable, if the sour e is polynomially dense and the bias is tolerable
on the e e tive set E (S).

The de nition of tolerable biases an be veri ed by using only their intrinsi
distribution and without making assumptions about individual atta ks. In parti ular, biases whi h an be proved to be tolerable bring no risks, while nothing
an be said about biases whi h annot be proved to be tolerable. This is a lear
advantage. The ondition for the density en (S) = 1 is however very restri tive
and dropping it to the ondition of polynomial bounded density will allow more
exible de nitions of bias toleran e.
The main result about se urity of biased distributions is:
Theorem 4.2. Polynomially bounded biases are tolerable.

Let us onsider the single token spa e ase rst (e.g. DL domain parameters). The proof will take advantage of the fa t that the sets of keys with extreme
low biases have at most polynomial ontribution to the average ase omplexity.
The expe tations E (f; n ) are essentially determined by the values whi h f takes
on C (").
We ompare E (f; n ) to E (f; `n ) for given " > 0. It is natural to split the
evaluation of the expe ted values in three parts PX , for X = A; B; C . Let "0 > 0
Proof.
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be su h that m(n)" + 1 < m(n)" for n > n ("). For su h n,
X X X
X
+ + )(n (k)  f (k))
n (k)  f (k) = (
(S) =
0

0

2Kn
< m(n)"
k

0



X

C ("0 )

`n f (k) +

[

A("0 ) B ("0 )

C ("0 )

= (jC ("0 )j) m(n)

A("0 )

X

1+"0

E (f; `n ) +

B ("0 )

n (k)f (k)
X

[

n (k)f (k):

A("0 ) B ("0 )

The ontribution
of the set A("0 )[B ("0 ) is easily bounded using (8) and the bounds
P
(6), so A " [B " n (k)f (k) < ÆE (f; `n ) and:
(S) < (m(n)" + Æ)E (f; `n ) < m(n)" E (f; `n )
Conversily, let " > 0 and n > n ("). Then:
X
X
X
+ )(n (k)  f (k))
n (k)  f (k) = (
(S) =
(

0)

(

0)

0

0

2Kn
> m(n)
k

X

[

C (") A(")

X

B (")

n (k)  f (k)
`n f (k) +
B (")
[
X
> m(n) " E (f; `n ) m(n) " `n (1 n (k))f (k)
"

C (") A(")

B (")

> m(n) (E (f; `n ) jB (")j`n n )
> m(n) " E (f; `n ) Æ=2:
It follows that the expe tations E (f; `n )  E (f; n ) for this ase.
Assuming that the token spa e probabilities n;i are independent, the general
"

proof follows by indu tion on the number of token spa es.
The statement for onditional bounded biases is a dire t onsequen e of this
proposition:

Corollary 4.3. A polynomially dense sour e with onditionally polynomially bounded bias is onditionally tolerable.
Proof. The sour e is dense and by the previous proposition, its restri tion to the

e e tive set has tolerable bias. By de nition then, it has onditionally tolerable
bias.
Remark 4.4. Note that the ondition that density e(n) ! 1, whi h follows from (6),
is ne essary in the proof of theorem 4.2. Without it, there is te hni ally no means
for bounding the expe ted value of the uniformly distributed strategy on the hidden
spa e. It is however a strongly restri tive ondition and it is sensible to loosen it
by allowing more general sour es, whi h are asymptoti ally lose to e(n) = 1, even
if the density does not onverge to 1. We shall see that the hoi e made in the
de nition of onditionally tolerable biases is natural from a further perspe tive,
the one of entropy measures.
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5. Entropy

It has been argued in earlier resear h [4℄, [11℄, that biases an be tolerated when the
e is asymptoti ally equal to the entropy of the uniform
distributed sour e. We shall investigate in this se tion the onne tion between the
entropy approa h and bias bounds.
A ording to Shannon's de nition, the entropy of an uniform distributed
sour e is:
X
Hn (Su ) :=
`n  log `n = log `n:

entropy of the biased sour

A biased sour e S has the entropy
Hn (S) :=

k

2Kn
X

k

2Kn

n (k)  log n (k):

When the sour e S is xed and X X
Kn we shall also write
Hn (X ) :=
n (k)  log n (k):
X

The following lemma sets a very useful relation between the size and probability
of a subset of the e e tive set on the one hand, and the entropy of S on that set.
Lemma 5.1. Let D  En be a subset of the e e tive set and
X
:= jDj=m(n); M := 0n (k):
Let Hn (D) :=
Proof.

k2D
0n (k) log (0n (k)). Then

k2D
Hn (D)  M (log m(n) log(M=

P

)) :
We applyPJensen's inequalities to the on ave fun tion x log x on (0; 1).


0
0
M
M
k2D n (k ) log (n (k ))
;

log
m(n)
m(n)
m(n)




so Hn (D)  M log mMn = M (log m(n) log(M= )).
In general, if C  Kn is a subset on whi h n (k) = p is onstant, then its
entropy is
Hn (C) = jCjp log p:
(9)
One may expe t that sour es with limn!1 Hn (S)=Hn (Su ) = 1 have a ontrolled bias. This notion is formalized by:
De nition 5.2. Let S be a sour e for the key spa e K, su h that:
8" > 0; 9 n 2 N : Hn (S) > Hn (Su )  (1 "); 8n > n :
(10)
If (10) holds, we all the bias of S entropy bounded.
In the following we investigate the relation between entropy bounded and
polynomially bounded biases.
( )

0

0
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Proposition 5.3. Polynomially bounded biases are entropy bounded.

Proof. Let S be a sour e with polynomial bounded bias and " > 0. The relation
(6) implies PA " [B " n (k) < Æ and jA(") [ B (")j < Æm(n). We shall estimate
from below the entropy of S on the set C("). We are expe ting that C (") generates
the bulk of Hn (S) so it will be suÆ ient to show that (10) holds with Hn (C ("))
repla ing Hn (S). Let "; "0 > 0 be su h that
(1 2"0 )Hn (Su ) + log(1 Æ) > (1 ")Hn (Su )
and n > n ("0 ). Note that 1=2 > n (k)  `n m(n) " for k 2 C ("0 ) { whi h implies
lo al onvexity of an auxiliary fun tion we shall use.
We also let M := P (C ("0 )), so M > 1 Æ, by (6), and tn (k) := 1=Mn(k), a
set of weights adding up to 1. We apply Jensen's inequality this time to the onvex
fun tion log x:
!
P
X
C " n (k )
0
:
tn (k)  ( log n (k))  log
Hn (C (" )) = M
M
( )

( )

0

0

(

0)

2

C ("0 )

Using the bound jC ("0 )j < m(n), we have
X
n (k) < jC ("0 )jm(n) " `n < m(n)
2

2

0

2

(1 2"0 )

:

C ("0 )

It follows that Hn (C ("0 )) > (1 2"0 )Hn (Su ) + log(1 Æ) and a fortiori
Hn (S)  Hn (C ("0 )) > (1 2")Hn (Su ) + log(1 Æ) > (1 ")Hn (Su ):
This ompletes the proof.
This proposition indi ates a onne tion between (10) and previous riteria for
bias bounding. We show that (10) is in fa t equivalent to onditional polynomial
bounds.
Theorem 5.4. A sour e S veri es ondition (10) i it is polynomially dense and
has onditionally polynomial bounded bias.

Proof. Let S be a sour e with e e tive spa e En and polynomially bounded bias
on En . Let " > 0 and "0 > 0 be su h that (1 "0 )2 > 1 ". By applying the
previous proposition, for n > n0 ("0 ),
Hn (S) > (1 "0 )Hn (Su =En ) = (1 "0 ) log(e(n)m(n))


> (1 "0 ) log m(n)1 " = (1 "0 )2 Hn (Su ):
0

Finally, by hoi e of "0 , it follows that (10) holds. This shows that dense sour es
with onditionally polynomially bounded biases are entropy bounded.
We now show that the onverse also holds. Suppose that S veri es (10) for
some " > 0. We show rst that S is polynomially dense. We have Hn (S) =
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Hn (B (")) + Hn (A(") [ C (")). We shall show that jA(") [ C (")j > m(n)1

whi h
implies a fortiori that S is polynomially dense. Note that
P(B ("))  m(n) " `n jB (")j < m(n) " :
Sin e by lemma 5.1, Hn (B ("))  P(B (")) log(m(n)) < m(n) " Hn (Su ), it follows
that Hn (A(") [ C (")) > (1 ")Hn (Su ). But
Hn (A(") [ C ("))  (1 P(B (")))  log (m(n) jB (")j) < log(m(n) jB (")j):
Together, the last two inequalities yield: log(m(n) jB (")j) > log(m(n)) " , showing, as announ ed, that
jC (") [ A(")j > m(n) " :
(11)
m(n)
We shall assume without restri tion of generality, that n (k)  m(n) " `n ,
for n suÆ iently large, while S veri es (10). We still have to prove that
M := P (A(")) < Æ=2:
Suppose this is not the ase and there is a onstant d  Æ=2 > 0 so that 8n >
0; 9n > n : M  d (note that M depends on n). Let be the fra tion of the
keys k 2 Kn with n (k) > m(n)" . Thus m(n) = jA(")j. Sin e 1 > P(A(")) >
m(n)" `n m(n) it follows that < m(n) " . By using again lemma 5.1,
Hn (S)  M log( m(n)) + (1 M ) log (m(n)(1 ))
 

< log(m(n)) + M log
:
1
"

1

1

1





Sin e log(x=(1 x)) is in reasing on the interval (0; 1), we have log
<
" log(m(n)) and
Hn (S) < log(m(n)) (1 "M ) < log(m(n))(1 d"):
For n > n ("d=2), we have a ontradi tion to (10), whi h ompletes the proof.
Corollary 5.5. The bias of a sour e S is onditionally tolerable i it is entropy
1

1

0

bounded.
Proof.

This is a onsequen e of orollary 1 and theorem 2.

6. Pra ti al Appli ations

In the paper [4℄, Brandt and Darmgard investigate the distribution of primes produ ed by sequential sear h starting from a randomly distributed start point. In
[11℄ we investigate the distribution of a sour e for prime numbers whi h sear hes
sequentially in an arithmeti progression with relatively large ratio. Both distributions have in ommon a bias due to the sequential sear h. It stems from the fa t
that the probability that the sour e outputs a given prime is dire tly proportional
to the length of the gap between that prime p and its prede essor q. The larger the
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gap length p q, the higher the probability that the starting point will hit inside
the interval (q; p). It is shown in both ases, based upon a lassi al onje ture of
Hardy and Littlewood, that the resulting distribution is losely approximated by
a Poisson distribution. The two biases were studied in the papers [4℄, [11℄ by using
the entropy approa h.
The sear h in arithmeti progressions generates only a polynomially dense
subset of all primes with xed length. In fa t, dependending on the ratio of the
progression, ertain primes of given length will not be produ ed at all. This feature
is shared, for di erent reasons, by the Gordon strong primes. Gordon strong primes
p [7℄ are de ned by the requirements that there are two primes q and r of size k
bits, su h that
qjp 1
and rjp + 1;
(12)
a ondition whi h was useful for se urity, prior to the dis overy of the ellipti urve
fa toring algorithm [9℄. An additional ondition on q 1 having a large prime fa tor
of given size was imposed too. We shall drop this ondition for simpli ity, as it is
not relevant to our analysis. The behaviour of the di erent sour es of primes is
summarised in:
Theorem 6.1. The biases of the in remental sear h sour e Si and of the sour e
Sp for sear h in arithmeti progressions are entropy bounded. A uniformly distributed sour e Sg for Gordon strong primes (that is, a sour e produ ing uniformly
distributed primes subje t to the above onditions) veri es:
Hn (Su ) Hn (Sg ) < 2 log k
uniformly for all n > 2k.

(13)

Proof. The rst statement is [4℄, theorem 3. The se ond is proved in [11℄, x4. Note
that the statement holds also for pro edures of prime generation similar to the one
in [11℄, su h as Shawe-Taylor's algorithm [16℄. Let Gn be the set of all n bit primes
satisfying ondition (12) for some uniformly distributed q; r. The statement (13)
follows from Hn (Sg ) = log(jGn j).
The bias for Gordon primes is asymptoti ally tolerable. For sizes of ryptographi primes it is however omparable to the bias of Sp . Note that Si is dense,
while Sp is only polynomially dense, whi h suggests a lower entropy for the se ond
sour e. The sour e Sg is also dense, but has a hidden subspa e whi h is relatively
large for ommon values of n. Its bias is thus more important for smaller size of
primes generated.
In [10℄, Maurer gives an algorithm for re ursive generation of provable primes,
whi h uses the Di kman fun tion in order to approximate the uniform distribution
of the primes produ ed. This an be done, as suggested by Ba h [10℄, with the help
of a sour e of random bits whose distribution is related to the Di kman fun tion.
Under this ondition, the uniform distribution an be approximated asymptotially with in nite a ura y. Based on several heuristi assumptions on erning the
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behaviour of the fa torization of p 1 for random primes p, the entropy of the
sour e Sm for primes generated by Maurer's algorithm has thus Hn (Sn ) = Hn (Su ).
In pra ti e, random sour es are most often simulated by some omputational
pro ess and it is tempting to wish to bound biases of omputational random sour es
by using the on epts des ribed here. It is however inherent to the problem setting,
that su h bounds an only be given based on some model of the omputational
bias and not upon statisti al data of the same. Indeed, assuming that all a tual
omputations whi h an be done are polynomial in the size of input, it is hardly
on eivable to a hieve a statisti al estimation of the entropy of a omputational
random sour e beyond su h a bound.
We give an example of a biased sour e for ellipti urves, whi h is not onditionally tolerable. Let p be a given prime and onsider sour es whi h produ e
ellipti urves E(a; b) mod p, together with N = ℄E. The uniform distributed
sour e S will produ e uniformly distributed parameters a; b and then ompute
N with some re ent variant of the S hoof algorithm, see e.g. [13℄. The omplex
multipli ation sour e SCM hooses a omplex multipli ation eld K from a list
of elds with polynomial dis riminant and easily nds N = p + 1  Tr(), with
Tr( ) =  +  , provided that p is a norm in K : p =    . If R is the spa e of urves
2
produ ed by SCM and K the spa e of ellipti urves over Fp , then ℄℄RK = O gO p2p
, where g is the polynomial bounding the dis riminants of the omplex multipliation elds. If the two sour es are ompared with respe t to the full key spa e
K, it is obvious that SCM is far from being dense in this spa e, and its bias is
thus not onditionally tolerable in our terminology. Although no EL algorithm
dedi ated for urves with CM in elds with small dis riminant is known or made
plausible, the sour e SCM is obviously in ompatible with our general notion of
tolerable biases.
( (log ) )
( )

7. Con lusions

We have given a model for measuring biases of non uniformly distributed key
sour es. The model provides the means for upper bounding the run time gain of an
algorithm whi h makes use of the bias for breaking a s heme faster than by use of
the state of the art algorithm in presen e of uniform distributed keys. This is done
by omparing the average ase omplexity of any algorithm with respe t to the
two distributions: uniform and biased. The two average omplexities are related by
fun tions depending only on the bias. Sin e there is no impli it assumption about
the algorithms involved, the model gives an universal tool for evaluating upper
bounds of run time gains whi h an be expe ted in presen e of some biased sour es.
If these bounds are onsidered as irrelevant from the point of view of omplexity
theory, a sound proof of the se urity of respe tive biased sour es results.
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We have also shown the onne tion to entropy measure of biases and proved
that some sour es of prime numbers onsidered by earlier papers are tolerable in
the sense de ned here.
A knowledgments: I thank the anonymous referee for pointing out the onne tion to the theory of average ase omplexity and providing valuable referen es
and I thank him and I. Shparlinski for the en ouragement to develop the ideas
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